LAMS 2015 - 2016

Alwishah
Spring '16
PIT Phil 84: Islamic Philosophy

Berenfeld
Fall '15
PIT CLAS 161: Greek Art & Archaeology
PIT CLAS 164: Pompeii & Cities of Vesuvius
Spring '16
PIT CLAS 162: Roman Art & Archaeology

Bjornlie
Fall '15
CMC HIST 103B: History of the Roman Empire
Spring '16
CMC HIST 104: Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages
CMC HIST 107: Reading Ancient and Medieval Historians

Chung-Kim:
Fall '15
on leave
Spring '16
on leave

Di Grazia
Fall '15
PO MUS 120A: History of Western Music I

Ferguson
Fall '15
CMC HIST 55: From Muhammad to the Mongols
CMC HIST 159: Travel & Encounter in the Islamicate World
Spring '16
CMC HIST 56: Ottomans to the Present
CMC HIST 130 I: Urban Politics and Space in the Middle East

Gilbert
Fall '15
CMC RLST 135: Jerusalem: The Holy City
Spring '16
CMC RLST 129: Formative Judaism

Gorse
Spring '16
PO ARHI 175: Northern Baroque Art

Jacobs
Spring '16
SCR RLST 170: Women & Religion in Greco-Roman Antiquity
SCR RLST 90: Early Christian Bodies

Johnson
Spring '16
PIT HIST 173: Religion, Violence, and Tolerance, 1450-1650

Kassam
Fall '15
PO RLST 164: Women in Islamic Traditions

Kirk
Fall '15
CMC HIST 170: History of Western Music II
Spring '16
PO ENGL 152: Medieval Drugs

Pertile
Fall '15
CMC LIT 57: British Writers I

Rentz
Fall '15
CMC LIT 110: Age of Chivalry
Spring '16
on leave

Tanton
Fall '15
PO ARHI 51B: Intro to Art History: Medieval Europe & the Mediterranean

Tazzara
Fall '15
SCR HIST 111SC: The Worlds of Niccolò Machiavelli
Spring '16
SCR HIST 113SC: Venice and the Islamic East, 1350-1750

Velji
Fall '15
CMC RS 58: The End of the World as We Know It: Intro to Apocalypticism
CMC RS 128: Religion of Islam

Wolf
Fall '15
PO HIST 100WM: Martyrdom in Early Christianity & Islam
PO HIST 14: Medieval Europe & the World Outside
LAMS 190: Senior Seminar
Spring '16
on leave